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Note:- Attempt the following from all selection as directed : 
 
                                                                    Section – A                                                              3 each                                                                                                                                  

Short answer types questions 
Note :- All the six question are Compulsory:- 
 
1(A)- What does the beating Heart Symbolise in Bellzar ? 
   (B)- What does toy represent in “long Day’s journey” into night ? 
   (C)- What does Emerson mean by oversoul ? 
   (D)- Why does okonkwo despise the father in the novel “ Things fall a part” ?  
   (E)- “Margaret at wood ‘s”  novel ‘the bodily harm’ echoes the fear of the  
            Power of men over women . ‘Do you agree’ ? 
   (F)- Trace the note on patriotism in, A.D. Hope’s poem ‘Australia’. 
  

Section – B 
                                                         Short answer types questions                                           8 each 
Note :- Attempt any two of the following passages, with reference to the context, adding  
             Critical notes where necessary:- 
                                                                                                                                                         4 each 
 
2(i) I taste a liquor never brewed,  
      from tanpards  Scooped in pearl,  
      Not all the vats upon the Rhine ,  
      Yield such an alcohol ! 
 
  (ii) I am the girl,  
        Holding there bodies, 
        Cooking there meals  
        Sweeping there yards 
        Washing there clothes 
        Dark & rotting. 
 
(iii) The hardest thing to take is the blank word 
       She builds around her or its 



    More like a bank of fog in which  
    She hide & loses herself. Deriberate 
    That’s the hell of it! You know 
    Something in her does it deliberately, 
    Get beyond our reach, to be ride of us, 
    To forget we are alive !It’s as if , in Spite of loving us, 
     She hated us ! 
 
Note :- Attempt any one of the following:- 
 
3- The poem “ Women work by Maya Anyelous is a poem of feminism discuss. 
4- Give a critical appreciation ‘Emily Dickinson’s poem “I taste a liquor never brewed ! 
5- Critically examine A.D. Hope’s poem “Australia,” highlighting the note of patriotism in it. 
 

Or  
 

Analyse the character of ‘James Tyrone Senior’. 
 

Section – C 
                                                Long answer types questions                                    8 each 

   
 
 Note :- Attempt any two question. 
 
6- Discuss the Symbolic Significance of the novel “bodily Harm”. 
7- The ‘Bellzar’ that conforms closely to the events of author’s Comment. 
8- Write a note on Symbols used in “ Things fall a Part”. 
9- Discuss Emerson as a prose writer. 


